Implications of Universality

When we first discussed cellular automata, Turing machines, substitution systems, register machines, and so on in Chapter 3, each of these kinds of systems seemed rather different. But already in Chapter 3 we discovered that at the level of overall behavior, all of them had certain features in common. And now, finally, by thinking in terms of computation, we can begin to see why this might be the case.

The main point, as the previous two sections have demonstrated, is that essentially all of these various kinds of system—despite their great differences in underlying structure—can ultimately be made to emulate each other.

This is a very remarkable result, and one which will turn out to be crucial to the new kind of science that I develop in this book.

In a sense its most important consequence is that it implies that from a computational point of view a very wide variety of systems, with very different underlying structures, are at some level fundamentally equivalent. For one might have thought that every different kind of system that we discussed for example in Chapter 3 would be able to perform completely different kinds of computations.

But what we have discovered here is that this is not the case. And instead it has turned out that essentially every single one of those systems is ultimately capable of exactly the same kinds of computations.

And among other things, this means that it really does make sense to discuss the notion of computation in purely abstract terms, without referring to any specific type of system. For we now know that it ultimately does not matter what kind of system we use: in the end essentially any kind of system can be programmed to perform the same computations. And so if we study computation at an abstract level, we can expect that the results we get will apply to a very wide range of actual systems.

But it should be emphasized that among systems of any particular type—say cellular automata—not all possible underlying rules are capable of supporting the same kinds of computations.

Indeed, as we saw at the beginning of this chapter, some cellular automata can perform only very simple computations, always yielding
for example, purely repetitive patterns. But the crucial point is that as one looks at cellular automata with progressively greater computational capabilities, one will eventually pass the threshold of universality. And once past this threshold, the set of computations that can be performed will always be exactly the same.

One might assume that by using more and more sophisticated underlying rules, one would always be able to construct systems with ever greater computational capabilities. But the phenomenon of universality implies that this is not the case, and that as soon as one has passed the threshold of universality, nothing more can in a sense ever be gained.

In fact, once one has a system that is universal, its properties are remarkably independent of the details of its construction. For at least as far as the computations that it can perform are concerned, it does not matter how sophisticated the underlying rules for the system are, or even whether the system is a cellular automaton, a Turing machine, or something else. And as we shall see, this rather remarkable fact forms the basis for explaining many of the observations we made in Chapter 3, and indeed for developing much of the conceptual framework that is needed for the new kind of science in this book.

The Rule 110 Cellular Automaton

In previous sections I have shown that a wide variety of different kinds of systems can in principle be made to exhibit the phenomenon of universality. But how complicated do the underlying rules need to be in a specific case in order actually to achieve universality?

The universal cellular automaton that I described earlier in this chapter had rather complicated underlying rules, involving 19 possible colors for each cell, depending on next-nearest as well as nearest neighbors. But this cellular automaton was specifically constructed so as to make its operation easy to understand. And by not imposing this constraint, one might expect that one would be able to find universal cellular automata that have at least somewhat simpler underlying rules.

Fairly straightforward modifications to the universal cellular automaton shown earlier in this chapter allow one to reduce the number
of colors from 19 to 17. And in fact in the early 1970s, it was already known that cellular automata with 18 colors and nearest-neighbor rules could be universal. In the late 1980s—when some ingenuity—examples of universal cellular automata with 7 colors were also constructed.

But such rules still involve 343 distinct cases and are by almost any measure very complicated. And certainly rules this complicated could not reasonably be expected to be common in the types of systems that we typically see in nature. Yet from my experiments on cellular automata in the early 1980s I became convinced that very much simpler rules should also show universality. And by the mid-1980s I began to suspect that even among the very simplest possible rules—with just two colors and nearest neighbors—there might be examples of universality.

The leading candidate was what I called rule 110—a cellular automaton that we have in fact discussed several times before in this book. Like any of the 256 so-called elementary rules, rule 110 can be specified as below by giving the outcome for each of the eight possible combinations of colors of a cell and its nearest neighbors.

Looking just at this very simple specification, however, it seems at first quite absurd to think that rule 110 might be universal. But as soon as one looks at a picture of how rule 110 actually behaves, the idea that it could be universal seems to seem much less absurd. For despite the simplicity of its underlying rules, rule 110 supports a whole variety of localized structures—that move around and interact in many complicated ways. And from pictures like the one on the facing page, it begins to seem not unreasonable that perhaps these localized structures could be arranged so as to perform meaningful computations.
A typical example of the behavior of rule 110 with random initial conditions. From looking at pictures like these one can begin to imagine that it is possible to arrange localized structures in rule 110 so as to be able to perform meaningful computations. (Note that page 292 already showed many of the types of localized structures that one could encode 110.)

In the universal cellular automation that we discussed earlier in this chapter, each of the various kinds of components involved in its operation and properties that were explicitly built into the underlying rules. Indeed, in most cases each different type of component was simply represented by a different color of cell. But in rule 110 there are only two possible colors for each cell. So one may wonder how one could ever expect to represent different kinds of components.
The crucial idea is to build up components from combinations of localized structures that the rule in a sense already produces. And if this works, then it is in effect a very economical solution. For it potentially allows one to get a large number of different kinds of components without ever needing to increase the complexity of the underlying rules at all.

But the problem with this approach is that it is typically very difficult to see how the various structures that happen to occur in a particular cellular automaton can be assembled into useful components.

And indeed in the case of rule 110 it took several years of work to develop the necessary ideas and tools. But finally it has turned out to be possible to show that the rule 110 cellular automaton is in fact universal.

It is truly remarkable that a system with such simple underlying rules should be able to perform what are, in effect, computations of arbitrary sophistication, but that is just what its universality implies.

So how then does the proof of universality proceed?

The basic idea is to show that rule 110 can emulate any possible system in some class of systems where there is already known to be universality. And it turns out that a convenient such class of systems are the cyclic tag systems that we introduced on page 95.

Earlier in this chapter we saw that it is possible to construct a cyclic tag system that can emulate any given Turing machine. And since we know that at least some Turing machines are universal, this fact then establishes that universal cyclic tag systems are possible.

So if we can succeed in demonstrating that rule 110 can emulate any cyclic tag system, then we will have managed to prove that rule 110 is itself universal. The sequence of pictures on the facing page shows the beginnings of what is needed. The basic idea is to start from the usual representation of a cyclic tag system, and then progressively to change this representation so as to get closer and closer to what can actually be emulated directly by rule 110.

Picture (a) shows an example of the evolution of a cyclic tag system in the standard representation from page 95 and 96. Picture (b) then shows another version of this same evolution, but now rearranged so that each element stays in the same position, rather than always shifting to the left at each step.
Four views of a qubit tag system with rules as shown above. Drawn so as to be progressively closer to what can be simulated directly by rule 110. Picture (a) shows the qubit tag system in the same form as on pages 35 and 96. Picture (b) shows the system with all qubits in state 0, so that they do not shift to the left when the first element is nucleated. Picture (b) is a reversed version of (a). In each case the way information is copied from the underlying rules at each step is explicitly indicated. Picture (c) shows a more detailed mechanism for the simulation of the system in which different lines effectively indicate the motion of different pieces of information.
A cyclic tag system in general operates by removing the first element from the sequence that exists at each step, and then adding a new block of elements to the end of the sequence if this element is black. A crucial feature of cyclic tag systems is that the choice of what block of elements can be added does not depend in any way on the form of the sequence. So, for example, on the previous page, there are just two possibilities, and those possibilities alternate on successive steps.

Pictures 9 and 11 on the previous page illustrate the consequences of applying the rules for a cyclic tag system, but in a sense give no indication of an explicit mechanism by which these rules might be applied. In picture 11, however, we see the beginnings of such a mechanism.

The basic idea is that at each step in the evaluation of the system, there is a stripe that carries in from the left carrying information about the block that can be added at that step. Then when the stripe hits the first element in the sequence that exists at that step, it is allowed to pass only if the element is black. And once past, the stripe continues to the right, finally adding the block it represents to the end of the sequence.

But while picture 11 shows the effects of various lines carrying information around the system, it gives no indication of how the lines should behave in the way they do. Picture 11, however, shows a much more explicit mechanism. The collections of lines coming in from the left represent the blocks that can be added at successive steps. The beginning of each block is indicated by a dashed line, while the elements within the block are indicated by solid black and gray lines.

When a dashed line hits the first element in the sequence that exists at a particular step, it effectively bounces back in the form of a line propagating to the left that carries the color of the first element.

When this line is gray, it then absorbs all other lines coming from the left until the next dashed line arrives. But when the line is black, it lies lines coming from the left through. These lines then continue until they collide with gray lines coming from the right, at which point they generate a new element with the same color as their own.

By looking at picture 11, one can begin to see how it might be possible for a cyclic tag system to be emulated by rule 110: the basic
Objects constructed from localized structures in rule 110, used for the emulation of myopic tag systems. Each of the pictures shown is 400 pixels wide. The objects in the top two pictures correspond to the thick vertical block and grey ones in picture A on page 579. The objects in the next two pictures correspond to the dark and light grey lines that come from the left in pictures 160 and 161. The objects in the structure are left-right reversed and in picture 162. The third pair of pictures correspond to two verticals of the dashed lines in picture 160. And the fourth pair of pictures correspond to eight small lines on the right-hand side of picture 160. All the localized structures involved in the pictures above were shown explicitly on page 232. Note that the spacings between structures are crucial in determining the objects they represent.
idea is to have each of the various kinds of lines in the picture be emulated by some collection of localized structures in rule 110.

But at the outset it is by no means clear that collections of localized structures can be found that will behave in appropriate ways.

With some effort, however, it turns out to be possible to find the necessary constructions, and indeed the previous page shows various objects formed from localized structures in rule 110 that can be used to emulate most of the types of lines in picture (d) on page 679.

The first two pictures show objects that correspond to the black and white elements indicated by thick vertical lines in picture (d). Both of these objects happen to consist of the same four localized structures, but the objects are distinguished by the spacings between these structures.

The second two pictures on the previous page use the same idea of different spacings between localized structures to represent the black and gray lines shown coming in from the left in picture (d) on page 679.

Note that because of the particular form of rule 110, the objects in the second two pictures on the previous page move to the left rather than to the right. And indeed in setting up a correspondence with rule 110, it is convenient to let right-traveling all pictures of cyclic tag systems. But using the various objects from the previous page, together with a few others, it is then possible to set up a complete emulation of a cyclic tag system using rule 110.

The diagram on the facing page shows schematically how this can be done. Every line in the diagram corresponds to a single localized structure in rule 110, and although the whole diagram cannot be drawn completely to scale, the collisions between lines correctly show all the basic interactions that occur between structures.

The next several pages then give details of what happens in each of the regions indicated by circles in the schematic diagram.

Region 1a shows a black separator—corresponding to a dashed line in picture (d) on page 679—hitting the single black element in the sequence that exists at the first step. Because the element hit is black, an object must be produced that allows information from the black at this step to pass through. Most of the activity in region 1a is concerned with producing such an object. But it turns out that as a side effect two
A schematic diagram of how rule 110 can be used to simulate a cellular automaton. Each line in the diagram corresponds to one localized structure in rule 110. Note that the relative phases of the structures are reproduced faithfully here, but their spacings are not. Note also that lines shown in different colors here often correspond to the same structure in rule 110.
These 3x3 tiles of celled region shown schematically on the previous page. Each picture is 320 cells wide and shows 3200 evolution steps.
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additional localized structures are produced that can be seen propagating to the left. These structures could later cause trouble, but looking at region (b) we see that in fact they just pass through other structures that they meet without any adverse effect.

Region (c) shows what happens when the information corresponding to one element in a block passes through the kind of object produced in region (a). The number of localized structures that represent the element is reduced from twelve to four, but the spacings of these structures continue to specify its color. Region (d) then shows how the object in region (c) comes to an end when the beginning of the block separator from the next step arrives.

Region (e) shows how the information corresponding to a black element in a block is actually converted to a new black element in the sequence produced by the cyclic tag system. What happens is that the four localized structures corresponding to the elements in the block collide with four other localized structures travelling in the opposite direction, and the result is four stationary structures that correspond to the new element in the sequence.

Region (f) shows the same process as region (e), but for a white element. The fact that the element is white is encoded in the wider spacing of the structures coming from the right, which results in narrower spacing of the stationary structures.

Region (g) shows the analog of region (a), but now for a white element instead of a black one. The region begins much like region (a), except that the four localized structures at the top are more narrowly spaced. Starting around the middle of the region, however, the behavior becomes quite different from region (a), while region (a) yields an object that allows information to pass through, region (g) yields one that stops all information, as shown in regions (i) and (j).

Note that even though they begin very differently, regions (a) and (i) end in the same way, reflecting the fact that in both cases the system is ready to handle a new block, whatever that block may be.

The pictures on the last few pages were all made for a cyclic tag system with a specific underlying rule, but exactly the same principles
can be used whatever the underlying rule is. And the pictures below show schematically what happens with a few other choices of rules.

The way that the lines interact in the interior of each picture is always exactly the same. But what changes when one goes from one rule to another is the arrangement of lines entering the picture.

In the way that the pictures are drawn below, the blocks that appear in each rule are encoded in the pattern of lines coming in from the left edge of the picture. But if each picture were extended sufficiently far to the left, then all these lines would eventually be seen to start from the top. And what this means is that the arrangement of lines can therefore always be viewed as an initial condition for the system.
This is then finally how universality is achieved in rule 110. The idea is just to set up initial conditions that correspond to the blocks that appear in the rule for whatever cyclic tag system one wants to emulate.

The necessary initial conditions consist of repetitions of blocks of cells, where each of these blocks contains a pattern of localized structures that corresponds to the block of elements that appear in the rule for the cyclic tag system. The blocks of cells are always quite complicated—for the cyclic tag system discussed in most of this section they are each more than 3000 cells wide—but the crucial point is that such blocks can be constructed for any cyclic tag system. And what this means is that with suitable initial conditions, rule 110 can in fact be made to emulate any cyclic tag system.

It should be mentioned at this point however that there are a few additional complications involved in setting up appropriate initial conditions to make rule 110 emulate many cyclic tag systems. For as the pictures earlier in this section demonstrate, the way we have made rule 110 emulate cyclic tag systems relies on many details of the interactions between localized structures in rule 110. And it turns out that to make sure that with the specific construction used the appropriate interactions continue to occur at every step, one must put some constraints on the cyclic tag systems being emulated.

In essence, these constraints end up being that the blocks that appear in the rule for the cyclic tag system must always be a multiple of six elements long, and that there must be some bound on the number of steps that can elapse between the addition of successive new elements to the cyclic tag system sequence.

Using the ideas discussed on page 669, it is not difficult, however, to make a cyclic tag system that satisfies these constraints, but that emulates any other cyclic tag system. And as a result, we may therefore conclude that rule 110 can in fact successfully emulate absolutely any cyclic tag system. And this means that rule 110 is indeed universal.
The Significance of Universality in Rule 110

Practical computers and computer languages have traditionally been the only common examples of universality that we ever encounter. And from the fact that these kinds of systems tend to be fairly complicated in their construction, the general intuition has developed that any system that manages to be universal must somehow also be based on quite complicated underlying rules.

But the result of the previous section shows in a rather spectacular way that this is not the case. It would have been one thing if we had found an example of a cellular automaton with say four or five colors that turned out to be universal. But what in fact we have seen is that a cellular automaton with one of the very simplest possible 256 rules manages to be universal.

So what are the implications of this result? Most important is that it suggests that universality is an immensely more common phenomenon than one might otherwise have thought. For if one knew only about practical computers and about systems like the universal cellular automaton discussed early in this chapter, then one would probably assume that universality would rarely if ever be seen outside of systems that were specifically constructed to exhibit it.

But knowing that a system like rule 110 is universal, the whole picture changes, and now it seems likely that instead universality should actually be seen in a very wide range of systems, including many with rather simple rules.

A couple of sections ago we discussed the fact that as soon as one has a system that is universal, adding further complication to its rules cannot have any fundamental effect. For by virtue of its universality the system can always automatically just simulate the behavior that would be obtained with any more complicated set of rules.

So what this means is that if one looks at a sequence of systems with progressively more complicated rules, one should expect that the overall behavior they produce will become more complex only until the threshold of universality is reached. And as soon as this threshold is passed, there should then be no further fundamental changes in what one sees.
The practical importance of this phenomenon depends greatly on how far one has to go to get to the threshold of universality.

But knowing that a system like rule 110 is universal, one now suspects that this threshold is remarkably easy to reach. And what this means is that beyond the very simplest rules of any particular kind, the behavior that one sees should quickly become as complex as it will ever be. Remarkably enough, it turns out that this is essentially what we already observed in Chapter 3. Indeed, not only for cellular automata but also for essentially all of the other kinds of systems that we studied, we found that highly complex behavior could be obtained even with rather simple rules, and that adding further complication to these rules did not in most cases noticeably affect the level of complexity that was produced.

So in retrospect the results of Chapter 3 should already have suggested that simple underlying rules such as rule 110 might be able to achieve universality. But what the elaborate construction in the previous section has done is to show for certain that this is the case.

Class 4 Behavior and Universality

If one looks at the typical behavior of rule 110 with random initial conditions, then the most obvious feature of what one sees is that there are a large number of localized structures that move around and interact with each other in complicated ways. But as we saw in Chapter 6, such behavior is by no means unique to rule 110. Indeed, it is in fact characteristic of all cellular automata that lie in what I called class 4.

The pictures on the next page show a few examples of such class 4 systems. And while the details are different in each case, the general features of the behavior are always rather similar.

So what does this mean about the computational capabilities of such systems? I strongly suspect that it is true in general that any cellular automaton which shows overall class 4 behavior will turn out—like rule 110—to be universal.

We saw at the end of Chapter 6 that class 4 rules always seem to yield a range of progressively more complicated localized structures. And my expectation is that if one looks sufficiently hard at any